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Malta: Open for drone business

Malta Drone Innovation
Ecosystem: Build, Test & Train

Interview with Minister
Miriam Dalli

‘A’-rated: Major credit rating
agencies confirm trust in
Maltese economy

Build, Test and Train facilities to be made
available in Malta as first Training Academy
is certified by transport regulator.

The newly-appointed Minister responsible
for Energy, Enterprise and Sustainable
Development speaks about her priorities for
Malta’s economic regeneration.

Major international credit rating agencies
have given their seal of approval to Malta’s
economic and financial management during the
past weeks, expressing their trust in a strong
recovery to take place in the upcoming months.

The country that never went
into lockdown
Malta leads in Covid19 vaccination roll out: the only EU
country to have vaccinated more than 10% of its population
Malta continues to take the Covid-19 pandemic very seriously. A
stringent test and trace system ensures that the number of active
cases remains in check allowing most of everyday life to continue
normally. Most businesses, including hotels and restaurants,
manufacturing firms and all government services are operating
normally, while respecting the necessary Covid-19 precautions.
At the same time, Government has been proactive in securing a
significant number of doses of both Pfizer, Moderna and Astra
Zeneca vaccines and is already implementing a vaccination plan
focusing on healthcare workers, persons who work in close contact
with members of the community and the elderly.
By the fourth week of February, Malta has already succeeded in
vaccinating more than 14% of its population, becoming the only EU
nation in double digit territory.

Second fibre optic link
inaugurated
A second fibre optic cable link between Malta
and Gozo was inaugurated, strengthening the
communication capabilities of the country. The
second cable will deliver stronger bandwidth,
while ensuring connectivity ensues if a cable is
damaged.
A secure connection is considered as essential
in areas such as health, education, testing of
new prototypes and manufacturing, as well
as industries linked to digital creativity. This
second link delivers the required redundancy,
providing ease of mind to those willing to
invest in the digital sector on the island of Gozo.

First medical cannabis
company licenced
Malta has registered an important milestone in its efforts to
establish itself as a pioneer in Europe in the production of medical
cannabis-based products. ASG Pharma was the first to obtain
the Manufacturing site licence related to cannabis for medicinal
purposes by the Malta Medicines Authority.
ASG Pharma is a subsidiary of Aphria Inc., one of the largest
cannabis companies in the world, and is listed on both the
Toronto Stock Exchange and NASDAQ. The certification provides
the company with the ability to ship finished dried flower
and finished oil for medicinal and research use in permitted
jurisdictions throughout the EU and will offer laboratory testing
services to other cannabis manufacturing companies.
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Malta’s Drone Innovation
Ecosystem Launched
In another exciting and innovative development
leading the country towards the new decade, Malta
Enterprise has launched the Malta Drone Innovation
Ecosystem where drone companies can build and test
their drones as well as train their pilots.

A

s Malta continues to define
its path towards economic
regeneration, over the
past few months authorities have
introduced a number of plans,
supported with native investment,
to attract new economic niches,
including in the fields of Virtual and

Augmented Reality, AI, Immersive
Technology, Quantum and High
Performance Computing, among
others.
Over the last few years, Malta
Enterprise and the country’s
transport regulator have worked

together to create an innovative
ecosystem when it comes to drones
and now Malta is taking the first
step to serve as a new destination for
this field. This is an opportunity for
international and Maltese operators
to provide training, test, as well as
build drones in the country.
In this context, the launch of a drone
innovation ecosystem is as another
important element in Malta’s drive to
attract high-end innovation, research
and development to its shores.
Authorities will also be identifying
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a number of sites that can be used
for drone flying, the first of which
being one of the major football
stadia on the island. This investment
will continue to strengthen Malta’s
position in the aviation industry. The
country is a long-standing reputable
aviation hub and jurisdiction for the
registration of aircraft, with more
than 500 aircraft listed locally.

Over the last few years, Malta Enterprise
and the country’s transport regulator have
worked together to create an innovative
ecosystem when it comes to drones and
now Malta is taking the first step to serve as
a new destination for this field.

First Academy licenced in Malta
Meanwhile, Malta’s transport regulator, Transport
Malta has licenced the first Academy, the Malta Drone
Centre, which will be investing an initial €500,000 in
this project and immediately employing a number of
professionals in the sector.
This will be the first investment of
its kind to be carried locally and will
be administered by a Malta Drone
Centre, which will be employing
a number of professionals in the
sector.
On the occasion of the first approval
and certification of a academy,
Enterprise Minister Miriam Dalli

highlighted the visionary element
of such a project. “Today we are
giving another signal of how we
are continuing to diversify our
economy. We are showing how even
at a time when the international
aviation industry is going through
a very difficult time, we are not only
supporting existing industries, but
we are thinking about the future.”

She added that these activities bring
together technology, engineering
and aviation: while enabling other
activities. These are all sectors which
generate high quality jobs while
helping us even from the point of
view of environmental sustainability,
as we see how drone flights can help
boost efficiency in various areas.”
Minister Dalli encouraged Maltese
and foreign entrepreneurs to look at
future manufacturing opportunities,
such as drone assembly, in Malta.
This licence, which is the first of its
kind in our country, is based on the
regulations of the EASA (European
Union Aviation Safety Agency) and
will make it possible to provide
training and preparation for exams
in order to operate the many types
of drones including those of a
certain specialisation.
Transport Malta will also serve
as an agent that will assist in the
theoretical notes, also through
online videos. This academy, which
is a joint venture between a Maltese
and a foreign company, was also
assisted through business incentives
by Malta Enterprise.
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Supporting our business
in embracing innovation
Miriam Dalli - Minister for Energy, Enterprise and
Sustainable Development has recently been appointed
as Minister for Energy, Enterprise and Sustainable
Development. She shares her priorities in her new role.

INDUSTRY AND CITIZENS VIEW
THIS CONCEPT AND HOW WILL
YOU DEVELOP THIS THEME
THROUGH YOUR WORK IN
RELATION TO THE ENTERPRISE?

AS MINISTER FOR ENTERPRISE,
WHAT WILL YOUR MAIN
FOCUS BE?
As the global economy starts to
emerge from the real disruption
brought about by the pandemic,
my energy will be directed towards
ensuring that Maltese businesses
are well geared to embrace the
inherent opportunities that will
emerge as global consumption
adapts to the new economic reality.

Sustainability is the pillar on which
we can build a stronger and resilient
economy which does not target
growth as a standalone but rather
aspires to a wider sense of prosperity
which blends economic profits to a
better quality of life.

I intend to facilitate this
transformation and support
our business community to
effectively embrace innovation and
corporate regeneration. This will be
indispensable to enable their rapid
recovery whilst ensuring the longerterm sustainability of our economy.
SUSTAINABILITY IS AN
OVERARCHING THEME FOR THE
PORTFOLIO – HOW SHOULD THE

This is why we are committed to
attaining our 2050 carbon neutrality
targets and the fact that Prime
Minister Abela embedded this in
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My objective is to enable policies that bring
together investors who want to commit
money towards ethical investments
and entities who are interested in
environmental and sustainable goals.

his economic vision speaks volumes.
Whilst there are some concerns that
this will result in new burdens on
our enterprises, I view it differently.
It will be an expensive undertaking
should we leave everything to the
last minute. To the contrary, we are
looking into supporting businesses in
a phased and doable transition with
My objective is to enable policies that
intermittent targets.
bring together investors who want
to commit money towards ethical
I am convinced that sustainability
investments and entities who are
has the potential to be a new pillar
interested in environmental and
of growth for our economy. In order
sustainable goals.
to get there, however, we need to
finance the investment required
Another policy priority is to support
in sustainable projects. This is why
and promote the greening of our
we are actively working towards
enabling the issuance of green bonds industry. Unfortunately, there are still
plenty of enterprises that consider
whose proceeds will be intended to
finance environmentally sustainable a greener economy a limitation to
economic growth. The work I began
projects.
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on the European Green Deal will continue
here in Malta.
The way forward is for employment to
be created in the circular economy, blue
economy, green economy and the digital
sphere. In Malta, we have the talent and
the resources to seize these opportunities
and be among the best performers in the
European Union. The green revolution
has the potential to create new, highquality jobs, and I intend to focus my
energy on getting us there.

WHAT IS YOUR VISION FOR
MALTA’S FDI ATTRACTIVENESS?
Over the past years, Malta has
managed to diversify its economy
and this made it one of the most
attractive destinations for foreign
direct investment. The doubling
of our GDP in just seven years was
largely due to the steady inflow of
FDI.
We need to help new and legacy
companies to achieve better
corporate synergies. This can be
done through policies which support
wider corporate collaboration which
seek to combine the innovation
brought about by new players to the
experience of existent companies
with a proven track record on the
ground.
The future of artificial intelligence
and internet of things in Malta is
promising. We can couple this with
attracting sustainability-oriented
sectors in the field of electrification,
automated mobility and clean energy
innovation.
Furthermore, the Maltese islands
can be geared to serve as a testing
ground for innovative solutions
that can also help achieve the aim
of decarbonisation. Activities and
jobs related to the development
and testing of tech prototypes
and services not only create better
employment opportunities but cause
lesser harm to our environment.
We can also do more with Malta’s
natural resources. We often hear
words of commitment directed
towards cleaner seas and a stronger
blue economy. It is time for us to
make sure that public institutions,
academia, entrepreneurs and local
communities are brought together to
develop maritime projects. It is time
for us to work towards a stronger
blue economy, prioritising innovation
to promote more sustainable growth.

Our industrial policy will champion
the adoption of new technology and
innovative practices by traditional
sectors. Boosting the digital
transformation of our economy is
pivotal to ensure a stronger and
competitive economy in a postpandemic world.
AS AN MEP YOU ALSO FOCUSED
ON THE REALM OF YOUNG
ENTREPRENEURSHIP. WHAT IS
YOUR VISION TODAY FOR MALTA’S
STARTUP ECOSYSTEM?
I would say that access to finance
is the main obstacle for young
entrepreneurs. We need to scale up
a more diversified funding structure
which goes beyond traditional means
of financing. Enabling crowdfunding
and business angels along with
venture capital funding will be pivotal
for the success of this segment.
We also need to provide the right
infrastructure to help entrepreneurs
who do not manage to make a

success out of their venture. The
reality is that with any start-up,
failure is a possibility. We need to
provide a soft landing for genuine
entrepreneurs who merit a second
chance.
Entrepreneurial education is also an
area which necessitates our focus. I
am a strong proponent of including
subjects related to entrepreneurship
in formal schooling starting as early
as possible. This will create a culture
that truly supports creativity and
innovation which is fundamental
to enable young entrepreneurs in
taking the necessary risks of pursuing
their ventures.
I also believe that initiatives aimed
at promoting entrepreneurship
by private individuals, corporate
entities and the authorities should
be coordinated. We need to simplify
things further for entrepreneurs,
through services like Business First
which serves as a one-stop-shop for
businesses.
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‘A’-rated: Major credit rating
agencies confirm trust
in Maltese economy
Major international credit rating agencies have given
their seal of approval to Malta’s economic and financial
management during the past weeks, expressing their
trust in a strong recovery to take place in the upcoming
months. Such sentiment was also expressed in positive
assessments carried out by the European Commission.

F

itch Ratings affirmed Malta’s
rating at ‘A+’ with a Stable
Outlook, while forecasting a
stronger recovery, with GDP growth at
5.4% in 2021 and 3.9% in 2022, driven
by strengthening consumption,
return of tourism and several largescale investment projects.
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Malta’s high-income levels, recurrent
surpluses and strong policymaking
that has promoted reduced fiscal
imbalances have successfully
maintained Standard and Poor’s
credit rating for Malta at A-/A-2 with
a Stable Outlook, amid the global
pandemic.

In its report, S&P noted that the
reduction of the general government
debt to 43% of GDP in 2019, well below
the EU’s Stability and Growth Pact
benchmark, is giving Malta fiscal head
room to withstand the economic
shock associated with the COVID-19
pandemic. It further noted that
Malta’s large fiscal buffers as a result
of consecutive yearly fiscal surpluses
will contain the government’s debt
service burden in the coming years.
Malta’s strong economic performance
was also confirmed by ratings agency
DBRS which earlier this year had
confirmed Malta’s long- and short-

term credit ratings at ‘A’ and ‘R-1’
respectively while maintaining the
country’s outlook trend at ‘Stable’.
Malta’s A (high) rating is supported by
its euro zone membership, moderate
level of public debt, solid external
position, and households’ strong
financial position, the agency said.
EUROPEAN COMMISSION
GREENLIGHTS BUDGETS, ISSUES
STRONG GROWTH FORECAST
The European Commission has given
its thumbs up for Malta’s budget
for 2021, noting that it reflected
closely the European Council’s
recommendations made earlier this
year, with most initiatives intended
to support economic activity against
a background of considerable
uncertainty.
The latest European Commission
economic forecast projects that Malta
will register the highest economic
growth in the EU in 2022, a strong
testament of the EU executive’s trust
in the decisions taken by the Maltese

including wage supplements to
sustain employment, the financing of
medical supplies and equipment to
Malta’s economic growth is projected strengthen the healthcare system, a
to reach 6.2% for 2022, double the EU voucher scheme to support domestic
demand and measures providing
average.
direct support to the most-affected
businesses in the form of rent and
In a detailed assessment, the
utility subsidies.
Commission remarked how
Government’s COVID-19 pandemicTo achieve these objectives,
related measures are expected
Government has also secured the
to prevent a major increase in
largest ever financing package from
the unemployment rate, which is
the European Union since Malta’s
projected to reach 4.8 % in 2020
before declining to 4 % in 2021 as the membership. Over the next seven
years, Malta’s allocation is close to
economic environment improves.
€1.923 billion from the EU’s budget,
The Commission estimated the
and a further €327 million from
direct stimulus measures taken in
the grants of the newly established
response to the COVID-19 outbreak
to reach 5.8 % of GDP. A large part of recovery instrument known as Next
this relates to increased expenditure, Generation EU.
Government to support the country’s
economic regeneration.

The latest European Commission economic
forecast projects that Malta will register the
highest economic growth in the EU in 2022
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Malta-based video game studio
wins Nordic Game award
TrustStamp launches
IPO in Dublin
Trust Stamp, a UK-US-based company which has set up a
subsidiary in Malta to advance its biometric and cryptographic
identity authentication technology, has successfully launched
an IPO on Euronext, in Dublin. This company is one of the
fastest growing and most innovative AI powered authentication
companies globally and is a perfect example of the success that
Malta Enterprise has achieved in the area of start-ups.
The company had secured €1 million in funding from Malta
Enterprise, consisting of a €200,000 grant and a low-interest
loan of up to €800,000 to cover three-quarters of the salaries it
will pay Malta-based employees.

Yourun, a Malta-based independent video game studio has been
selected as the People’s Choice Winner of the Nordic Game
Discovery Contest 2020 for its e-entertainment production
Warshmallows. Yourun seeks to create a hyper-interactive
entertainment system based on interactions between video games,
animated series and esports tournaments.

Maltese fintech company raises
$4m in venture capital
Weavr.io, a Maltese fintech company offering a platform that
allows businesses to integrate financial services into their
products, has successfully raised $4 million in venture capital
from global fintech investors. The company took off the ground
with support through Malta Enterprise’s Business Development
and Continuity Scheme as well as the MITA YouStartIT
Accelerator programme.

Altaro Software
Altaro Software, a Maltese provider of backup software solutions
worldwide, has recently been acquired by Hornetsecurity, a
leading email cloud security provider in Europe, resulting in
a stronger entity, coupled with geographical expansion and
a larger team. The company, which is another success story
supported by Malta Enterprise, is hosted at the Digital Hub at the
Malta Life Sciences Park.

Malta Enterprise Corporation
Gwardamangia Hill, Pietà MEC 0001 - Malta
+356 2542 0000 | info@maltaenterprise.com
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www.maltaenterprise.com

